Turf and Ground Protection

ArmorDeck 3
The drivable ground protective system for medium-heavy loads
Material
Dimensions
(l × w × h)
Weight
Surface
Accessories
Color
Transport

high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
overall dimensions: 1.15 × 1.15 m (45.3 × 45.3 in)
working dimensions: 1.07 × 1.07 m (42 × 42 in)
height: 0.05 m (1.9 in)
approx. 19,50 kg per piece (43 lbs)
sand-blasted non-slip surface with a flat profile
and traction nubs
ramps
dark green, light grey; custom colors available
45,6 m² (490.83 ft2) per pallet
approx. 1,003 m² (10,796.20 ft2)
per standard trailer

Applications
ArmorDeck 3 protects natural and artificial turf as well as surfaces such as asphalt
or sandy ground. The system is suitable both for pedestrian traffic and as a subflooring for grandstands, towers or stages. Now in its third generation, ArmorDeck
3 reliably withstands loads such as forklifts or trucks. It is well suited for both
audience and backstage areas.

Features
ArmorDeck 3 is a ground protective system designed to meet your highest
expectations. The integrated connection system locks firmly to permit secure
assembly, as well as maximum stability and surface protection. ArmorDeck 3 is
made of polyethylene (thickness: 5 cm (1.9 in) and remains stable during all weather
conditions and loads. Along with the light duty system ArmorDeck 1, ArmorDeck 3
creates a gap-, transition- and trip hazard-free surface for events requiring heavy
plant for construction and dismantling of structures like stages and towers (Armor
Deck 3), combined with audience areas which protect the natural turf below (Armor
Deck 1).

Optional Extras
Upon request, we can provide comprehensive quotes including shipping, assembly,
disassembly, and final cleaning. For especially heavy loads or for additional
protection, we recommend the use of an additional fabric such as geotextile.
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Turf and Ground Protection

ArmorDeck 3
On-site applications

ArmorDeck 3 used as stadium-turf-cover for -a major event

As flooring for seating in the public area

ArmorDeck 3 protects both natural and artificial surfaces

Easy to drive on with production vehicles
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ArmorDeck as under-stage flooring

For more information, contact us at info@eps.net

